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Phononic crystals and acoustic metamaterials have unique properties, such as the
existence of band gaps, which give them huge potential in many applications, such as
vibration isolation, acoustic cloaking, acoustic lensing, and more. Many methods have
been proposed to determine the band structure of these materials but almost all require a
one dimensional periodic structures based on Bloch wave boundary conditions and wave
superposition is introduced. The proposed method only requires the frequency responses
measured at a small number of points within the structure. This allows the band
structures to be determined experimentally using simple equipment, like a shaker and
accelerometers. The band structure of a simple bi-material beam was calculated in this
study as a demonstration of the method, and the results were found to be in agreement
with calculations made using the transfer matrix method. The proposed method was then
extended to predict the response of a finite periodic bi-material beam with arbitrary
boundary conditions using only the band structure and components of the eigenvectors;
some resonance peaks were observed within the band gaps and these were found to be
caused by the reflection of the waves at the boundaries. The effects of the number of unit
cells on the transmissibility of a beam were investigated. It was found that the
transmissibilities within the band gaps can be estimated to be directly proportional to
the number of unit cells. Lastly, an attempt was made to extend the method to two and
three dimensional periodic structures and the wave superposition method was found to
be able to measure a portion of the dispersion surface of two dimensional structures with
a fair degree of accuracy, especially at lower bands. Errors and scatter are present at high
frequencies caused by more waves significantly affecting the responses of the system. This
issue can be alleviated by taking measurements further away from the boundaries or
increasing the number of waves considered. However, the key limitation of the method for
two- and three-dimensional periodic structure is that it can only measure a portion of the
dispersion surface or volume.
& 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC
BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Phononic crystals are inhomogeneous materials with periodic variations in material properties or geometry [1], that are
capable of exhibiting unique elastic properties, such as the presence of band gaps; these are frequency bands in whichier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
int).
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gaps of lower frequencies [5–8]. This type of structure is commonly known as an acoustic of elastic metamaterial. Due to
their unique properties, phononic crystals and acoustic metamaterials have huge potential in many applications, including
vibration and sound isolation [2,6,9–11], acoustic cloaking [11,12], wave guiding [2,11] and acoustic lensing [13,14]. Hence,
phononic crystals and acoustic metamaterials have attracted growing interest in recent years.
Today, many studies of phononic crystals and acoustic metamaterials use the Brillouin approach [15]. Significant
pioneering work on wave propagation in periodic structures was done by Mead and his co-workers [16]. In order to reduce
the computation time, many models in the literature exploit the Floquet–Bloch theorem, as it allows the behaviour of
periodic structures to be analysed using only a single unit cell. The Bloch wave theorem is described by Eq. (1) [17] or Eq. (2)
if it is written as a series expansion:
uðx; tÞ ¼ ~uðxÞ eikx e iωt (1)
uðx; tÞ ¼
X
G
uG eiGx eikx e iωt (2)
where u is the displacement, ~u is a periodic wave function describing the displacements, u is the magnitude of the wave, G
is the reciprocal lattice constants, x is the position, k is the wave vector, ω is the forcing frequency and t is the time.
Eq. (1) implies that the displacement at one end of a unit cell is a factor of e ikx times the displacement at the other end
of the unit cell in an infinitely repeating structure. Additionally, the wave vector, k, which may be complex, also describes
how the wave propagates from one unit cell to the adjacent unit cell. The real part of the wave vector is known as the
propagation constant and it characterises the phase shift, while the imaginary part is known as the attenuation constant and
it describes the attenuation of elastic waves across the unit cell.
In a large number of studies, for example [6,10,13,17–25], the wave vector, k, was utilised to determine the location and
width of band gaps. This is commonly done by calculating the band structure, also known as the dispersion curve, which is
the relationship between frequency and the wave vector. The imaginary parts of the wave vectors were also calculated in
several studies, such as [24,26–28]. When material damping is present, all wave vectors will become complex as energy will
be dissipated and the wave will always attenuate. Additionally, the complex wave vectors must be considered in problems
when scattering, diffusion or diffraction by a finite object is investigated [29] because they explain the exponentially
decreasing transmission of acoustic waves.
Several popular methods to calculate the band structure of a system include plane wave expansion methods (PWE)
[20,30–34], transfer matrix methods (TM) [21,26,35,36], finite element methods (FE) [28,37–39], finite difference methods
[40,41] and spectral element methods [42,43]. In several methods, such as the transfer matrix and finite element methods,
the Bloch wave boundary conditions are applied to a single unit cell and the resulting eigenvalue problem is then solved to
find the dispersion curve. These methods are capable of calculating dispersion curves efficiently with modern day
computers, because only a single unit cell needs to be analysed.
Despite the abundance of methods available, almost all of these methods require a model for the material and structure.
So far, only a small number of studies, in which the dispersion curves were determined from experimental measurements,
have been conducted, for example in [38,44]. The ability to measure the dispersion curve from experimental data is useful in
studies of phononic crystals and elastic metamaterials for several reasons. In many experimental studies using periodic
structures with band gaps for vibration isolation [21,45], the existence of band gaps is verified by measuring the frequency
response of the structure and comparing the frequencies that have low amplitudes with the frequencies predicted by the
band gaps. However, in practice, the finiteness of the structure may result in peaks occurring within the band gaps as
reported in [45,46] for several reasons, such as the accelerations at the excitation end having low amplitudes or the presence
of surface modes. The low vibration regions found in frequency response measurements may also be a result of other
mechanisms, such as anti-resonance. Furthermore, the materials used in practice may have different mechanical properties
from the values used in the model, especially damping that is hard to characterise. Therefore, the ability to measure the
dispersion curves directly from a structure is important to the study of vibrations in periodic structures.
In the studies that measure the band structure experimentally [38,44], laser doppler vibrometry (LDV) was used to
measure the velocity from an excitation and two-dimensional Fourier transformation was then applied to the data to
calculate the dispersion curve. In these studies, laser doppler vibrometers with high temporal and spatial resolution were
required. Additionally, further post-processing of the data may be required to remove the effects of the reflected wave as
seen in [44].
In this paper, a method to determine the dispersion curves from the frequency response in a limited number of unit cells
in a one dimensional periodic structure is introduced. The method introduced in this paper is based on the superposition of
waves and does not require specific information about the material or structure. Hence, the band structure can be found
using frequency response functions from experiments or analytical models. However, other methods in the literature are
likely to be more efficient for calculating the dispersion curves if the analytical models are used to calculate the band
structure. The key benefit of the proposed method is that it only requires the frequency response at a small number of
points, which can be easily achieved with simple experimental equipment, e.g. a shaker or an impact hammer and
accelerometers. Furthermore, the proposed method can be extended to calculate the response of finite periodic structures
using the band structure and the components of the eigenvectors. An attempt has also been made to extend the method to
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structure in two dimensional system but it has some limitations on systems with more than one dimension. However,
acoustic metamaterials and phononic crystals that are one dimensional can be approximated as one dimensional are still
widely studied in recent years, for example in [46–51], and studies on these one dimensional systems can benefit from the
method introduced in this paper.
This paper is organised as follows. The theory of this method will be presented in the next section along with the
derivation of the relevant equations. The method proposed in this paper will be referred to as the wave superposition method
(WSM), because it was derived using the superposition of elastic waves. This is then followed by a numerical example using
a bi-material beam to act as a proof of concept. The band structures of the bi-material beams in the example were
determined using the magnitudes and phase shifts of various points calculated from the analytical solution of Timoshenko
beams. The band structure of the systemwas also found using the transfer matrix method for comparison. The setup for the
numerical example will be presented in Section 3, followed by the results for the band structures in Section 4. Additionally,
the transmissibilities calculated using the band structure and components of the eigenvectors for the finite periodic
bi-material beam with different numbers of unit cells will also be presented in Section 4. Furthermore, some observations
relating to the transmissibilities and the number of unit cells will be discussed. Lastly, the paper will discuss the steps taken
to extend the method for two- and three-dimensional system and its analysis before concluding the paper.2. Theory
2.1. Superposition of elastic waves
The development of the wave superposition method (WSM) begins by considering an infinitely repeating structure in
one dimension as shown in Fig. 1(a). For a structure vibrating with a frequency of ω, the Bloch wave theory in Eq. (1) can be
applied to the displacement functions at the boundary nodes of each unit cell, which gives the relationship at each node
described by the following equation:
UnþN ¼UneNðikLÞ (3)
where U is a wave function, L is the lattice constant that is a vector describing the lengths of the unit cell, the subscript n is
the node number and N is the number of nodes adjacent to node n.
Eq. (3) is similar to a wave solution propagating through a material in a single direction. The relationship in Eq. (3) also
implies that the displacements at a point in any unit cell of a periodic structure can be found if the displacements in one unit
cell are known. However, the relationship in Eq. (3) does not apply to finite structures, because elastic waves are reflected at
the boundaries of finite structures and this is not accounted for in Eq. (3). The reflection of elastic waves even for common
components, such as Timoshenko beams, are not straightforward as it depends on the boundary conditions and the different
elastic waves will interact at the boundaries except at a specific frequency [52].Fig. 1. (a) A structure with infinitely repeating unit cells. (b) Superposition of two infinite structures.
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of the vibrations can be summed up linearly using the superposition principle [53]. The superposition principle allows the
dynamic behaviour of a structure with finite repetitions of unit cells to be described using two infinitely repeating structures
as shown in Fig. 1(b), where one represents a forward moving wave and the other represents a backward moving wave. This
is analogous to a wave that is travelling due to an external excitation at one end, with a reflected wave. Thus, the
displacements at different points can be described using the following equation:
Un ¼UF ;nþUR;n (4)
where Un is the wave function of the displacement of the finite structure at the boundary node n, UF;n is the wave function of
the displacement of the forward wave in the infinite structure and UR;n is the wave function of the displacement of the
reverse wave in the infinite structure.
The displacements of the finite structure, Un, can be found using conventional vibration analysis, such as the finite
element method or experimental measurements. On the other hand, the displacements of the infinite structure, UF;n and
UR;n, are unknowns to be found along with eNðikLÞ to determine the wave vector, k. Eq. (3) can then be used to describe the
behaviour of UF ;n and UR;n, where eNðikLÞ is the same for both the forward and backward waves as this is a property of the
structure.
A relationship describing the function eNðikLÞ and the wave function at various points of the finite structure, Un, can then
be found by combining Eqs. (3) and (4) and eliminating the wave functions of the infinite structure, UF ;n and UR;n, at various
points to find the band structure of the system. The number of points required is dependent on the number of degrees of
freedom measured and the presence of coupled waves, such that the number of equations and unknowns are equal.
Since the equations to find the wave vector, k, in Eqs. (3) and (4) do not explicitly include the terms related to the
material properties, such as Young's modulus, damping ratios, or the geometry with the exception of the lattice constant,
L, the wave superposition method proposed here does not require a model to determine the band structure. Therefore, this
method can be considered to be an inverse method, in which the band structure is determined from the response of the
system instead of using a model as done in the direct methods that constitute a majority of the methods in the literature.
The procedure to calculate the band structure for a single uncoupled wave with a single degree of freedom will be
presented next. The calculations for two coupled waves will be presented after that. The steps taken in the two cases will
then be generalised for systems with arbitrary numbers of degrees of freedom and waves.
2.2. Single wave
For a system with a single degree of freedom, such as axial displacements of a bar, there is only a single wave. Thus, the
displacement vector is in a single direction, Un. Similarly, the wave vector is also in a single direction, k. The first step in
calculating the dispersion curve is to determine the number of nodes required in the analysis.
Applying Eq. (4) to the finite structure will result in two additional unknowns and one additional equation for each node.
Furthermore, Eq. (3) will contribute two additional equations for each unit cell, where the number of unit cells is one less
than the number of nodes. Lastly, the variable, eikL, is an additional unknown in the system.
Therefore, the number of equations and unknowns for vibrations with a single wave can be summarised as shown in
Table 1.
Based on Table 1, the required number of nodes for a single degree of freedom system is 3, which will result in 7
equations and 7 unknowns. The required equations are as follows.
From displacement relationships, Eq. (4):
U1 ¼ UF;1þUR;1 (5)
U2 ¼ UF;2þUR;2 (6)
U3 ¼ UF;3þUR;3 (7)
From Bloch wave conditions, Eq. (3):
UF;2 ¼ λUF ;1 (8)Table 1
Number of equations for a system with a single wave; where n is the number of nodes.
Relationship Number of equations Number of unknowns
Displacement relationships, Eq. (4) n 2n
Bloch wave conditions, Eq. (3) 2ðn1Þ 0
λ 0 1
Total 3n2 2nþ1
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UR;2 ¼ λUR;3 (10)
UR;1 ¼ λUR;2 (11)
where
λ¼ eikL (12)
By solving Eqs. (5)–(11), a quadratic equation for λ in terms of the displacements of the finite structure can be found:
λ2 U1þU3
U2
 
λþ1¼ 0 (13)
Eq. (13) can be easily solved to give two solutions, λ1 and λ2. The wave vector, k, can then be found from the equation
below:
k1;2 ¼ 
i
L
 ln λ1;2
 
(14)
2.3. Two coupled waves
Many systems possess more than one elastic wave and a similar approach can be applied to these systems. The number
of elastic waves in a system can be determined based on a priori knowledge of the system. Using beam theory as an
example, the number of waves can be determined by considering the general form of the solutions for a beam as seen
below:
Wðx; tÞ ¼ eiωt a1e iK1xþb1eiK1xþa2eK2xþb2eK2x
h i
(15)
whereW is the transverse displacement, K1 and K2 are the wavenumbers, and a1, b1, a2 and b2 are the constants that depend
on the boundary conditions.
As seen in Eq. (15), the transverse displacement in a beam is caused by two sets of elastic waves with different
wavenumbers, K1 and K2. Each set of elastic waves consists of a forward moving wave and a reflected wave. In a majority of
methods available in the literature, a model, such as the Timoshenko beam or Euler–Bernoulli beam, is needed to find the
wavenumbers, K1 and K2, in order to define the behaviour of the beam.
The Timoshenko beam theory is defined by Eqs. (16)–(22), while the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory is defined by
Eqs. (23)–(26).
For Timoshenko beams,
Φðx; tÞ ¼ eiωt iPa1e iK1x iPb1eiK1xþQa2eK2xQb2eK2x
h i
(16)
P ¼ GK
2
1κω2ρ
GK1κ
(17)
Q ¼ GK
2
2κþω2ρ
GK2κ
(18)
K1 ¼
1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
1
E
þ 1
κG
 
ρω2þ2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
I EI
κG
 2 ρω2
EI
 2
þ4ρAω
2
EI
svuut (19)
K2 ¼
1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 1
E
þ 1
κG
 
ρω2þ2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
I EI
κG
 2 ρω2
EI
 2
þ4ρAω
2
EI
svuut (20)
FB ¼ GAκ
∂Wðx; tÞ
∂x
ϕ x; tð Þ
 
(21)
M¼ EI∂ϕðx; tÞ
∂x
(22)
where ϕ is the angle of rotation, K1 and K2 are the wavenumbers for the elastic waves, E is the elastic modulus, G is the shear
modulus, A is the cross sectional area, κ is the shear coefficient, I is the second moment of area, FB is the force, and M is the
bending moment.
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θ x; tð Þ ¼ ∂W
∂x
(23)
K1 ¼ K2 ¼
ρAω2
EI
 
(24)
FB ¼ 
∂M
∂x
(25)
M¼ EI∂
2W
∂x2
(26)
where the symbols have the same definitions as in Timoshenko beam theory.
Direct methods, such as the finite element method and the transfer matrix method, require models such as this in the
calculation of the band structure, and when shear effects are significant, the Euler–Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam theories will
give different results. However, in the wave superposition method, the wavenumbers, K1 and K2, do not need to be modelled. Thus,
the band structure found will be that of the physical system, unless an analytical model was used to find the response.
As seen in Eqs. (15), (16) and (23), for beams with two elastic waves as studied in this paper, there are two degrees of
freedom that can measured or calculated. However, in practice, only the transverse response can be measured with ease.
Due to the linear elastic assumption, the displacement, velocity and acceleration can be related using Eq. (27), and the
required displacements can be deduced from the acceleration measurements. The number of degrees of freedom available
for calculations in the wave superposition method can influence the minimum number of nodes required to find the band
structure.
W ¼
_W
iω
¼ 
€W
ω2
(27)
Using the same approach as the single wave case, the equations relating the displacement at each point are as follows,
where the two sets of waves are denoted as Wave A and Wave B. For the Euler–Bernoulli case, ϕ is replaced with θ:
Wn ¼WFA;nþWFB;nþWRA;nþWRB;n (28)
ϕn ¼ϕFA;nþϕFB;nþϕRA;nþϕRB;n (29)
where the subscripts F and R refer to the forward and reverse wave, respectively, while the subscripts A and B refer to waves
A and B.
Applying the response equations, Eqs. (28) and (29) to each node, each degree of freedomwill contribute to an additional
equation and 4 additional unknowns, which are the individual contributions of the amplitude of each wave. The
displacements, W, and rotations, ϕ, are known from measurements. Additionally, applying the Bloch wave relationship to
each of the individual wave amplitudes for the beam, the following equations are found:
WFA;nþ1 ¼ λAWFA;n (30)
WFB;nþ1 ¼ λBWFB;n (31)
WRA;n ¼ λAWRA;nþ1 (32)
WRB;n ¼ λBWRB;nþ1 (33)
ϕFA;nþ1 ¼ λAϕFA;n (34)
ϕFB;nþ1 ¼ λBϕFB;n (35)
ϕRA;n ¼ λAϕRA;nþ1 (36)
ϕRB;n ¼ λBϕRB;nþ1 (37)
where kA and kB are the wave vectors to be determined for waves A and B respectively.
An important point to note here is that, the waves were assumed to originate from the two ends of the structure being
investigated in the wave superposition method. Since elastic waves are introduced at the nodes that are externally excited
or constrained, the wave superposition method can be used for finite structures with arbitrary boundary conditions
provided the internal nodes are not externally excited or constrained. This is not a problem in practice as structures are
generally unconstrained in experiments to measure the frequency response functions. Another exception with the method
is that only one of the sets of the waves will be detected if the boundary conditions at the two ends are exactly the same as
one of the eigenvectors, because the other mode is not excited. However, this problem is unlikely to occur in practice and
Table 2
Number of equations required for a periodic system with two
waves; where d is the number of degrees of freedom and n is the
number of nodes required.
Relationship Number of
equations
Number of
unknowns
Displacement
relationships
dn 4dn
Bloch wave
conditions
4dðn1Þ 0
λA; λB 0 2
Total 5dn4d 4dnþ2
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calculated using the wave superposition method are generally independent of the boundary conditions at the two ends of
the structure.
Eqs. (30)–(37) show that each degree of freedom will contribute to 4 additional equations for each unit cell and no
additional unknowns as the unknowns have already appeared in the displacement relationships. Furthermore, the number
of unit cells in the system is one less than that of the total number of nodes. Eqs. (34)–(37) are unavailable if only the
transverse displacements are measured.
Finally, the two wave vectors contribute to the two final unknowns.
λA ¼ eikAL (38)
λB ¼ eikBL (39)
Based on the analyses made in this section, the number of equations from each relationship can be summarised in
Table 2. Using the equations summarised in Table 2, the number of nodes required to find the wave vectors for a periodic
structure with two waves can be found using the equation below:
n¼ 4dþ2
d
(40)
The number of nodes required for the case where both W and ϕ can be measured is 5; while if only W is measured, the
number of nodes required is 6. The low number of nodes needed to be measured for the wave superposition method of 6 is
significantly lower than the 645 points measured in [44]. For a continuous beam, the wave vector measured is equal to the
wavenumber of the beam, K1 and K2, in Eq. (15) which allows the complex moduli of the material to be estimated using the
wave superposition method, if the density and geometry of the beam are known.
Using similar steps as the single wave case, the relationships defined in Eqs. (30) to (40) and eliminating the unknowns,
the solution for the wave vectors, when two degrees of freedom can be measured, is a fourth-order polynomial described by
Eq. (41). The solutions for the case when only the transverse displacements are measured are listed in Appendix A.
ðW2ϕ3þW3ϕ2þW3ϕ4W4ϕ3Þλ4þðW1ϕ3W3ϕ1W3ϕ5þW5ϕ3Þλ3
þðW5ϕ4W1ϕ2W1ϕ4þW2ϕ1þW2ϕ5þW4ϕ1þW4ϕ5W5ϕ2Þλ2
þðW1ϕ3W3ϕ1W3ϕ5þW5ϕ3ÞλþðW2ϕ3þW3ϕ2þW3ϕ4W4ϕ3Þ ¼ 0 (41)
λ¼ λA ¼ λB (42)
k1;2;3;4 ¼ 
i
L
 ln λ1;2;3;4
 
(43)
Eqs. (41) and (A.3) have analytical solutions, where the unknowns are the displacements. Hence, the band structure can
be found using only the response of the system.
2.4. Generalising to systems with multiple degrees of freedom or waves
The procedure to obtain the solution for the wave vector in terms of displacements described for the single degree of
freedom system and two coupled waves can be generalised to cases with multiple waves and degrees of freedom.
The procedure is summarised as follows:1. Determine the number of coupled waves and degrees of freedom.
2. Determine the number of nodes required.
3. Generate the appropriate equations describing displacement relations and Bloch wave conditions.
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Num
the
R
D
B
λw
TEliminate unknowns using the equations to obtain solutions in polynomial form.
5. Calculate or measure displacements and phase difference at the required points.
6. Solve the polynomial equation to obtain wave vectors.As stated previously, the number of coupled waves and the number of degrees of freedom can be determined with a
priori knowledge of the system. Waves that are not coupled can be solved separately. The key equations that form the final
solution for the wave superposition method are the wave dispersion relationships and the Bloch wave relationships at the
nodes. These equations are generalised as follows:
Wn;d ¼
Xw
q ¼ 1
WFq;d;nþWRq;d;n (44)
WFRq;d;n ¼
λqWFq;d;n1 for Forward waves
λqWRq;d;nþ1 for Reverse waves
8<
: (45)
where the superscript FR denotes the direction of the wave and WFRq;d;n is the individual amplitude of the component waves.
The displacement relationship in Eq. (44) shows that the displacement for a given degree of freedom measured at each
node will contribute to an additional equation and 2w additional unknowns, which are the components of each of the
forward and reverse waves for a single set of waves at the node. The displacements at the nodes, Wn;d, are found from
measurements. Hence, for n nodes, the number of equations from the displacement relationship is dwn, while the number
of unknowns is 2dwn.
The Bloch wave relationships in Eq. (45) are then used to relate the amplitude of a wave component at a node to its
adjacent node for every unit cell. No new unknowns were introduced in the Bloch wave relationships and each unit cell
considered will contribute to an additional 2dw equations. As the total number of unit cells is one less than the total number
of nodes, the total number of equations from the Bloch wave relationships will contribute to 2dwðn1Þ equations. Lastly,
each wave will have an individual wave vector, λw, and will contribute to a total of w unknowns. The total number of
equations and unknowns are summarised in Table 3.
Based on the summary in Table 3, the number of nodes required for one dimensional phononic crystals or meta-
materials is described by the equation below:
n¼ ð1þ2dÞw
d
(46)
Once the number of required waves and nodes are calculated, the equations that relate the displacements to the individual
waves, Eq. (44), and the equations for the Bloch wave conditions at the boundaries, Eq. (45), are then determined for all the
required nodes. After that, the unknowns are eliminated to find the solutions in terms of λ. Lastly, the displacements at the
different nodes are either measured or calculated, which will be substituted into the solutions to find the wave vectors.
The assumption of the displacements of system being made up of the superposition of elastic waves described by Eq. (44)
is not unique to the wave superposition method, for example the method introduced in [54] has also made this assumption.
Despite this similarity, the general concept in deriving the equations to find the band structure is significantly different. In
[54], the Bloch wave expansion method was used to generate the matrices to form an eigenvalue problem in order to find
the band structure. The superposition of waves assumption was then applied to the matrices to reduce them to smaller
matrices by only retaining a selected number of modes. This results in a reduced Bloch wave expansion with smaller
matrices, which is still an eigenvalue problem and a model to describe the structure is required. However, for the method
described in this paper, the wave superposition assumption and the Bloch wave boundary conditions were applied to the
displacements at the boundary nodes of consecutive unit cells instead and plane wave expansion was not implemented.
Hence, the responses of a finite structure are expressed as equations in terms of the wave vectors, k, when only the two ends
of the finite structure are externally excited or constrained. The equations were then combined via substitution to form a
single equation in terms of the response of the structure, that can be solved to find the band structure. This method does not
require a model for the structure and hence the Bloch wave expansion was not implemented and the stiffness or mass
matrices, as seen in [54], were not calculated with the wave superposition method described here.le 3
ber of equations required for a periodic system with arbitrary number of degrees of freedom; where d is the number of degrees of freedom and w is
number of waves.
elationship Number of equations Number of unknowns
isplacement relationships dn 2dwn
loch wave conditions 2dwðn1Þ 0
0 w
otal ðdþ2dwÞn2dw 2dwnþw
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58], for transmission in a single direction (i.e. arranged in a line). Although, there are many studies performed on two- or
three-dimensional phononic crystals, one-dimensional phononic crystals have many potential applications especially in
vibration isolation in structural components and there is an abundance of studies in one-dimensional phononic crystals, for
example [35,44,47,50,51,59–65]. The wave superposition method will greatly benefit future studies of these one dimensional
periodic structures as it allows the comparison of experimental results to models especially if the periodic structures contain
oscillators with complicated geometry or materials that cannot be easily characterised. In order to increase the capability of
the wave superposition method, an attempt has been made to extend the method to be applicable for two- and three-
dimensional structures. The steps taken to extend the method for structures with more dimensions and its analysis are
presented in Section 5.
2.5. Calculating the eigenvectors and predicting response of periodic structures with different numbers of unit cells
Apart from the band structure, the eigenvectors are also of interest in the study of elastic waves in periodic materials as
they represent the mode shapes of the infinite periodic structures. The wave superposition method can also be used to
calculate the components of the eigenvectors provided the relevant physical quantities, such as forces, F, moments, M, and
shear rotations, ϕ, are measured. Furthermore, the eigenvector components when combined with the band structure
enables the calculation of the frequency response of the finite structure with arbitrary boundary conditions.
In this work, the eigenvectors for beam bending were calculated. The eigenvectors, v, were scaled, so that the transverse
displacements, W, are equal to unity as seen below:
Wv¼
W
ϕ
F
M
2
6664
3
7775¼W
1
vϕ
vF
vM
2
66664
3
77775 (47)
Based on the theory discussed previously, the transverse displacements at the nth node, Wn, of a finite structure that is
only constrained or excited at the boundaries can be described by the following equation:
Wn ¼ λnAWFA0þλnA WFA0þλnBWFB0þλnB WRB0 (48)
The eigenvalue equation in Eq. (47) implies that the other physical quantities can be related to the wave equations via the
equation below:
Pn ¼ λnAPFA0þλnA PRA0þλnBPFB0þλnB PRB0
¼ λnAvP;FAWFA0þvP;RAλnA WRA0þvP;FBλnBWFB0þvP;RBλnB WRB0 (49)
where P is a physical quantity to represent F, M or ϕ.
Given that the values of WFA0, WFB0, WRA0 and WRB0 are known from the measurements taken to determine the band
structure and Eq. (48), there are only 4 unknowns, which are the components of the eigenvectors, vP;FA, vP;RA, vP;FB, vP;RB, in
Eq. (49). Therefore, by measuring the physical quantity, P, at any 4 nodes and substituting the values into Eq. (49), there are
sufficient equations to solve for the eigenvectors.
In practice, the physical quantities can be measured from the two ends of the beam using transducers; for example, load
cells can be placed at the ends of the beams to measure the forces. However, there is no straightforward method to measure
these quantities at the internal nodes without significantly influencing the behaviour of the structure. This problem can be
resolved by taking measurements with different boundary conditions and substituting the values into Eq. (49). If these
physical quantities are measured at both ends, each set of boundary conditions will give 2 equations. An example of the
calculation of the eigenvector components using this method is described in Appendix B.
On the other hand, when the eigenvector components are known, Eq. (49) can then be used to predict the response of a finite
periodic structure with any boundary conditions. This is done by setting the boundary equations in Eq. (49) to find the values of
WFA0,WFB0,WRA0 andWRB0, and the desired response at any node can then be calculated by substituting the values ofWFA0,WFB0,
WRA0 and WRB0 in Eq. (49) and setting the value of n to the node number. This is similar to the procedure of solving for the
vibrations of the beam using the analytical solution. Based on this analysis, the response of a finite periodic structure with any
number of unit cells and boundary conditions can be easily calculated requiring only simple linear algebra. This will reduce the
amount of computational time required for studies of finite structures, especially when the unit cell is complicated, because the
response of finite structures can now be calculated using the band structure and the relevant components of the eigenvectors;
simulation of the entire finite structure is unnecessary. Furthermore, the band structures and eigenvectors needed to calculate
the response can be obtained using other methods, such as the transfer matrix method.
3. Virtual experiment: demonstration and validation of the method
A periodic bi-material beam, modelled using sections of Timoshenko beams, was used to validate the proposed method
and serves as a proof of concept. The full benefits of the wave superposition method will be realised in an actual experiment,
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experiment to demonstrate that the proposed method is accurate under ideal conditions. This is to ensure that any
inaccuracies observed can be directly attributed to the proposed method instead of experimental error. Experimental
aspects of the wave superposition method will be addressed in a future study.
In this study, the wave superposition method is validated in this section by comparing the band structure and
eigenvectors to those predicted by the transfer matrix method. Additionally, the transmissibility of a finite periodic material
with different numbers of unit cells is presented, calculated using only the eigenvectors and band structure.
3.1. Structure
The structure used in the virtual experiment was made of two materials, steel and lead. These materials were selected as
they have a large difference in axial wave speed, 5063.7 m s1 and 1072.6 m s1 for steel and lead respectively, to produce
large and easily observable band gaps. The unit cell of the structure is shown in Fig. 2(a). The geometry was arbitrarily
selected. As described previously in Section 2, the number of nodes required for the single axial wave is 3, while for the
bending waves 5 unit cells are required if both W and ϕ are measured, and 6 unit cells are required if only W is measured.
Therefore, the structure used in this analysis was made up of 5 unit cells and 6 nodes as shown in Fig. 2(b). The properties
and dimensions used for the steel and lead beams in this study are listed in Table 4. A case with material damping was also
studied to demonstrate that the wave superposition method is also capable of determining the band gaps when damping is
present. In this work, material damping was introduced by using the complex modulus defined by the equation below:
Er ¼ Eð1þ iηÞ (50)
where Er is the effective Young's modulus.
Representing the stiffness as complex is a common treatment for material damping and can be found in several
textbooks [53,66,67]. The mechanical loss modulus, η, used for the materials are stated in Table 4, which are within the
known ranges for these materials listed in [68].
3.2. Calculation of band structure using the wave superposition method
The band structure of the system was calculated using Eq. (13) for the longitudinal vibrations and for the transverse
direction; both Eqs. (41) and (A.3) were used. These equations require only the response, which are displacements at the
boundary nodes of the unit cells. In this work, the material properties and geometries were only used to simulate the response
of the system for demonstration and validation purposes. The response would in reality be measured experimentally.
In this example, the analytical solutions, Eqs. (15)–(22), were used to determine the response of the system. Two
different boundary conditions were used to demonstrate that the boundary conditions do not affect the band structureFig. 2. (a) Unit cell of structure. (b) Five unit cell structures used in the numerical example.
Table 4
Properties and geometry of the beams in the unit cell.
Property Steel Lead
Density, ρ (kg m3) 7800 11 300
Young's modulus, E (GPa) 200 13
Poisson's ratio, ν 0.33 0.44
Shear coefficient, κ 0.89 0.89
Cross-sectional area, A (m2) 0.7854 0.7854
Second moment of area, I (m4) 0.0491 0.0491
Length, L (m) 1.0 1.0
Mechanical loss coefficient, η 1104 0.05
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fixed boundary conditions summarised in Table 5. The boundary conditions at both ends of the structure do not have to be
as stated in Table 5. Any values of forces or displacements can be used, provided that the values at one of the ends are non-
zero. Otherwise, there will be no excitation.
3.2.1. Displacement calculations using the analytical solution
The constitutive equations for the bending of Timoshenko beams are Eqs. (15) and (24) stated previously, while the
constitutive equations for axial vibrations are as follows:
U ¼ eiωtða3e iK3xþb3eiK3xÞ (51)
K3 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ρω2
E
r
(52)
F ¼ EA∂U
∂x
¼ EAeiωtð ia3K3e iK3xþ ib3K3eiK3xÞ (53)
The calculations were performed by using the constitutive equations for each section of the beam and applying the
appropriate boundary conditions. Force equilibrium and continuity were enforced for the internal nodes. The relevant
equations were then organised into a matrix using commercial software Maple and Matlab. The equations were solved to
find the displacements and relevant constants, a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3, c1, c2, d1 and d2 for each section of the beam in Eqs. (15)
and (16), and Eqs. (51) and (52).
3.3. Transfer matrix method
An established method was used to calculate the band structure in order to validate the wave superposition method.
In this work, the transfer matrix method [35,36,69] was selected because the transfer matrix, ~D, can be constructed using
the analytical solutions of beam theory.
In the transfer matrix method, the eigenvalue problem in Eq. (54) is formulated and solved. The eigenvalues found using
the transfer matrix method are equivalent to λ¼ eikL, as stated throughout this work.
~DðωÞ ~X0 ¼ eikL ~X0 ¼ ~XL (54)
where eikL are the eigenvalues, X0 are the forces and displacements at one end of the unit cell and XL are the forces and
displacements at the other end of the unit cell, defined in Eqs. (55) and (56) respectively.
~X0 ¼ ½Uð0Þ Wð0Þ ϕð0Þ Fxð0Þ Fyð0Þ Mð0ÞT (55)
~XL ¼ ½UðLÞ WðLÞ ϕðLÞ FxðLÞ FyðLÞ MðLÞT (56)
The unit cell of the periodic bi-material beam is shown in Fig. 2(a). The two different materials were treated as separate
beams and the boundary conditions at both ends of the beams were applied using Eqs. (15)–(22), where continuity and
force balance are enforced at the interface. Arranging the equations in matrix form gives the following equation:
DðωÞX0 ¼XL (57)
where DðωÞ is a 30 30 matrix, and X0 and XL are 30 1 matrices defined by the following equations:
X0 ¼ ½USteelð0Þ WSteelð0Þ ϕSteelð0Þ Fx;Steelð0Þ Fy;Steelð0Þ MSteelð0Þ
USteelðLÞ WSteelðLÞ ϕSteelðLÞ Fx;SteelðLÞ Fy;SteelðLÞ MSteelðLÞ
ULeadð0Þ WLeadð0Þ ϕLeadð0Þ Fx;Leadð0Þ Fy;Leadð0Þ MLeadð0Þ
a1;Steel a2;Steel a3;Steel b1;Steel b2;Steel b3;Steel
a1;Lead a2;Lead a3;Lead b1;Lead b2;Lead b3;LeadT (58)Table 5
Boundary conditions of beams in the virtual experiment.
Free–free Free–fixed
Fx;0 ¼ 1 N Fx;0 ¼ 1 N
Fy;0 ¼ 1 N Fy;0 ¼ 1 N
M0 ¼ 1 N m M0 ¼ 0 N m
Fx;5 ¼ 0 N Ux;5 ¼ 0 N
Fy;5 ¼ 0 N Wy;5 ¼ 0 N
M5 ¼ 0 N m ϕ5 ¼ 0 N m
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where 0 is a 1 24 matrix of zeros.
The matrix D in Eq. (57) was simplified to the form required in Eq. (54) by performing the matrix operation shown
below:
~D ¼Dp;pDp;qðD1q;q Dq;pÞ (60)
where p ranges from 1 to 6 and q from 7 to 42.
The eigenvalue problem in Eq. (54) was solved using the eig function in Matlab.
4. Results and discussion on band structure
4.1. Response functions
The frequency response functions for the transverse displacement, W, at the nodes for the free–free and free–fixed cases
of the bi-material beam studied are shown in Fig. 3. For the sake of brevity, the frequency responses for the vibrations in the
longitudinal directions are not shown.
As seen in Fig. 3, the frequency response of the bi-material beam studied for both the free–free boundary conditions and
free–fixed boundary conditions are similar. Despite the similarities, the frequency response of both cases are not identical.
One notable difference is the different peaks observed around 100–200 Hz for all nodes in Fig. 3, suggesting different modes
of vibrations. Additionally, there are significant differences in the responses at nodes 3 and 4 in between 900 and 1100 Hz.
The frequency response for the free–free case with damping is also plotted in Fig. 3. At lower frequencies of below
400 Hz, material damping reduces the amplitudes of vibrations at resonances for all nodes as the magnitude of the peaks are
lower than the undamped case. However, the amplitude at the anti-resonances are higher for the damped case compared to
the undamped case. Material damping has a larger effect on the response at higher frequencies with a significant decrease in
amplitude at the resonances, and some vibration modes in Fig. 3 appear to be eliminated.
The band gaps found using the dispersion curves presented later have also been highlighted in Fig. 3. In theory, the amplitude
of vibrations within the band gaps should be low and this is generally observed in the frequency response for the bi-material
beam in Fig. 3 with the exception of the response at the first node. However, contrary to the analysis in [41], several resonant
peaks were observed within the band gap, for example the bi-material beamwith the free–free boundary condition has a peak at
the final node of around 350 Hz as shown in Fig. 3(f). Similarly, for the fixed–fixed case, there is a clear resonance peak at around
100 Hz, which is within the band gap and this occurs at all nodes. Another observation is that the peak for the free–free
boundary condition at about 350 Hz for the final node has a higher amplitude than the amplitudes at previous nodes. This
observation appears to be inconsistent with the theory as the waves should be decreasing in magnitude. The reason for this
observation is the finiteness of the bi-material beam studied; similar observations was made in a study by Xiao et al. [43]. In [43],
the peaks are a result of the first node having a significantly lower amplitude than the final node. As will be explained later, the
peaks and higher amplitudes at the band gaps for finite structures are a result of the waves being reflected at the end instead of
being propagated further. The conclusion by Hussein [41] that resonant peaks should not appear in the band gap was made
based on observations of finite periodic structures with the ends connected to an elastic medium, so that the waves can pass
through at the end instead of being reflected, which is not the case in this study. The frequency response at these nodes was used
in the wave superposition method to determine the band structure.
4.2. Dispersion curves
The dispersion curves calculated using the transfer matrix method and wave superposition method are shown in Figs. 4–7
for both the transverse and longitudinal directions, without and with material damping. The results found using the wave
superposition method for the free–free and free–fixed conditions are identical. Similarly, the results found using one (W) and
two (W and ϕ) degrees of freedom for the transverse vibrations were also identical. Thus, the results for the wave
superposition method with different boundary conditions and degrees of freedom are only plotted once in Figs. 4–7 as square
markers. The number of markers was chosen for clarity. Identical results for the different boundary conditions are expected, as
discussed in Section 2.3. As seen in Figs. 4–7, the results calculated using the transfer matrix method, solid lines are results
from the transfer matrix method. This observation indicates that the wave superposition method is accurate.
The band gaps were determined from the dispersion curves, where the band gaps are regions of frequencies for which
the imaginary parts of all wave vectors are non-zero. This is because the imaginary parts of the wave vectors represent the
attenuation of the waves and a non-zero value for the imaginary part means that the wave is reducing in amplitude after
each unit cell. A positive imaginary part is considered to be an attenuating wave in the reverse direction. The band gaps in
the bi-material beam studied are highlighted in Figs. 4 and 5.
In some simple finite element methods, as seen in [19], only the real part of the wave vector was found, although more
sophisticated finite element methods [27,28] can provide the imaginary parts of the wave vectors. Generally, in the simple
finite element methods, the lines and markers in the band gap regions will not be found, and in such cases the band gaps are
determined by the regions where there are no real wave vectors. These observations are consistent with most of the results
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Fig. 3. Frequency response of bi-material beam at various locations (a) Node 0, (b) Node 1, (c) Node 2, (d) Node 3, (e) Node 4, (f) Node 5 (fixed–fixed is 0
and not plotted). The band gaps are highlighted in grey.
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Fig. 4. Dispersion curves for the undamped bi-material beam in the transverse direction: (a) real part, (b) imaginary part. Solid lines denote results using
transfer matrix method while square markers denote results using the wave superposition method. The band gaps are highlighted in grey.
Fig. 5. Dispersion curves for the undamped bi-material beam in the longitudinal direction: (a) real part, (b) imaginary part. Solid lines denote results using
transfer matrix method while square markers denote results using the wave superposition method. The band gaps are highlighted in grey.
L. Junyi, D.S. Balint / Journal of Sound and Vibration 350 (2015) 41–7254shown in Figs. 4 and 5 as all the band gaps, with the exception of the band gaps at 595–635 Hz and 914–1088 Hz for the
transverse vibrations, have normalised wave vectors of either 0 or 7π (corresponding to the reverse wave), which is the
same as having no real part. However, the existence of the real parts at frequencies of 595–635 Hz and 914–1088 Hz
suggests that waves can propagate through the system and may lead one to believe that these regions are not band gaps,
even though the non-zero imaginary parts indicate that the wave will attenuate with each unit cell.
In order to explain the difference between the band gaps at 595–635 Hz and 914–1088 Hz and the other band gaps, the
wave profiles for the infinite beam were investigated. Generally for a beam with two sets of waves, at the pass band they
consist of a set of propagating waves and a set of evanescent waves. The propagating waves will have a real wave vector,
Fig. 6. Dispersion curves for the damped bi-material beam in the transverse direction: (a) real part, (b) imaginary part. Solid lines denote results using
transfer matrix method while square markers denote results using the wave superposition method. Band gaps of the undamped case are highlighted
in grey.
Fig. 7. Dispersion curves for the damped bi-material beam in the longitudinal direction: (a) real part, (b) imaginary part. Solid lines denote results using
transfer matrix method while square markers denote results using the wave superposition method. Band gaps of the undamped case are highlighted
in grey.
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which represent the phase of the wave for an infinite periodic structure, is shown in Fig. 9(a). As seen in Fig. 9(a), the
waves will move forward with time, t, with the same magnitude. Conversely, the evanescent wave, denoted by Point B in
Fig. 4(a) and (b), is a standing wave due to the wave vector being purely imaginary and this can be seen in the wave profile
in Fig. 9(b). The decreasing magnitude is a result of the imaginary part being non-zero. Based on this observation, the
presence of the propagating wave as seen in Fig. 9(a) will cause vibrations to pass through even for an infinite periodic
structure provided no damping is present.
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waves or standing waves with reducing magnitude. An example are the waves at 855 Hz denoted by points C and D in
Fig. 4(a) and (b), in which their wave profiles are shown in Fig. 9(c) and (d) respectively. The reducing magnitude for both
waves indicates that the vibrations will reduce with increasing distance and hence the vibrations will approach asymptotically
to zero.
For the band gaps with complex wave vectors, such as the band gaps for the transverse direction at 595–635 Hz and
914–1088 Hz in Fig. 4, the waves can propagate through the medium but the magnitude of the waves decreases with
increasing distance. The wave profiles for these waves at 625 Hz and 855 Hz, denoted by Points E and F in Fig. 4(a) and (b),
are shown in Fig. 9(d) and (e). As seen in Fig. 9(d) and (e), these waves travel through the structure, unlike the standing
waves in Fig. 9(c) and (d). The reducing magnitude with distance will cause the wave to be extinguished eventually and
therefore this frequency band can be considered to be a band gap. Some simple methods in the literature that only calculate
the real parts of the wave vectors may not be able to distinguished between these two types of band gaps since these
regions will not be present in those analysis. A key difference in the band gaps at these frequency bands is that the solution
to the eigenvalue problem (for transfer matrix and finite element methods) or the polynomial equation (for the wave
superposition method) are two pairs of complex conjugates, while the solution for a pass band is a pair of complex
conjugates and a pair of real values, and the solution for the other type of band gap is two pairs of real values.
For the cases with material damping, the wave superposition method will also yield accurate results as seen in Figs. 6 and 7,
where the results of the wave superposition method and the transfer matrix method are identical, thus validating the wave
superposition method for use with material damping. As seen in Figs. 6 and 7, the general shape of the band structures is
similar to the undamped cases in Figs. 4 and 5, especially at lower frequencies. Additionally, the band gaps are less distinct for
the cases with material damping as the imaginary part is present across all frequencies. This is expected as material damping
will result in energy being dissipated. Lastly, as the wave vectors at all frequencies also possess non-zero real parts, all waves
can propagate including within the band gaps of the undamped case, highlighted in Figs. 6 and 7. The effects of material
damping will not be discussed in detail here as the purpose of this section is to demonstrate the validity of the wave
superposition method. Details on the effects of damping on dispersion curves can be found in other studies, such as [6,17,27].
4.3. Components of the eigenvectors
The components of the eigenvectors, vϕ, vF and vM in Eq. (47), calculated in this study were based on the wave
superposition method described in Section 2.5, using the known wave vectors and the boundary conditions of both the
free–free and free–fixed cases. Although the eigenvector, v, in Eq. (47), is a vector, its components, vϕ, vF and vM, are scalars.
Furthermore, the components of eigenvectors, vϕ, vF and vM, are functions of space, x, but the values calculated in this study
is for the case where x¼0 as the measurements of the responses are taken at that point. In order to calculate the
components of the eigenvector at different values of x or for the entire range of x, the responses at other points should also
be measured with the same boundary conditions and the calculated values at these points should be scaled with respect to
vwðx¼ 0Þ. For the eigenvector components for the forces, vF, the boundary conditions used were the transverse displacement
and the forces at both ends of the beam. In practice, the forces can be measured using load cells but transducers for
moments and rotations are less common.
The magnitudes of the eigenvector components calculated using the transfer matrix method and wave superposition
method are shown in Fig. 8, where the values for the transfer matrix method are shown using solid lines and the values
using the wave superposition method are denoted by square markers. For the transverse vibrations, there are two set of
waves resulting in 4 eigenvector components and for longitudinal vibrations, there is only one set of waves resulting in 2
eigenvector components. The eigenvector components are distinguished in Fig. 8 with different colours and markers; they
were sorted to ensure that they are continuous with respect to frequency. There are a total of four waves for the bending of
beams and each wave has an individual wave vector and eigenvector. Each different colour in Fig. 8 represent the
component of eigenvector for a given wave. The band gaps for the undamped case are also highlighted in Fig. 8. The results
of the transfer matrix method and wave superposition method are identical for both the damped and undamped cases.
Therefore, the results calculated using the method described in Section 2.5 are accurate. Similar to the wave vectors, the
eigenvector components of the damped and undamped cases have similar shapes but the eigenvector components for the
damped case can be distinguished more easily. The eigenvector components are useful in the analysis of periodic structures
because it allows the frequency response for finite structures with any number of unit cells and boundary conditions to be
calculated with minimal computational effort. This is done by substituting the appropriate boundary conditions in Eq. (49).
Additionally, comparing the solutions for the axial vibrations and beam equations with the eigenvector components, the
eigenvalues and wave vectors can be used to provide an equivalent stiffness that represents the overall stiffness of the
periodic beam as if it is a homogeneous material. Taking the uni-axial case as an example, the product of a representative
Young's modulus and cross-sectional area for the wave, EA, can be related to the eigenvector components using Eq. (61) for
the uni-axial bars.
EA ¼ 7vF
ik
(61)
where the sign changes depending on the direction of the wave.
Band 
 gap
Fig. 8. Magnitudes of eigenvectors components (a) vϕ undamped, (b) vϕ damped, (c) vF undamped, (d) vF damped, (e) vM undamped, (f) vM damped, (g) vT
undamped, (h) vT damped. Band gaps for the undamped cases are highlighted in grey and each colour corresponds to the values for a given wave.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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Fig. 9. Wave profiles for infinite structures at different frequencies and waves where the values are normalised, each unit cell is 2 m: (a) Point A – 9 Hz,
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The transmissibilities, defined as the magnitude of the vibrations at the final node to the magnitude of vibrations at the
first node, for the free–free cases in the transverse and longitudinal directions were calculated using the band structures and
eigenvector components for different numbers of unit cells. The frequency responses for the transverse direction were
calculated using Eq. (49), while the frequency responses for the longitudinal directions were calculated using Eqs. (62)–(64).
The analytical solutions were used to determine the transmissibilities as comparison.
U0 ¼UFþUR (62)
UN ¼ λNUFþλWNUR (63)
FN ¼ λNvForwardF UFþλNvReverseF UR (64)
The values of λ were obtained from the band structures seen in Figs. 4 and 5, while the eigenvector components were as
seen in Fig. 8. An important point to note is that the eigenvector components used in Fig. 8 must match with their respective
values of λ in the calculations.
The results in Fig. 10 show that the transmissibility and frequency response calculated using the wave superposition
method are the same as the analytical solution. The eigenvalues and eigenvector components used to calculate the
transmissibility is not limited to the wave superposition method and can also be obtained using a majority of methods
available in the literature, such as the transfer matrix method. This is advantageous as it allows the transmissibilities of a
finite periodic structure with any arbitrary number of unit cells to be calculated using information that can be easily
obtained from the analysis of a single unit cell or experimental measurement. A limitation of this method is that theFrequency (Hz)
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if the responses of internal portions of the unit cells are to be determined.
As seen in Fig. 10, the transmissibilities at the band gaps are generally low with the amplitude decreasing with the
number of unit cells in the finite structure. However, as discussed in the previous section, resonant peaks within the band
gaps may occur for periodic structures with finite numbers of unit cells. For example, in this study, resonant peaks were
observed at 361, 941, 1025 and 1074 Hz for the free–free case in Fig. 10(a), which are within the band gaps for the transverse
vibrations. Similarly, for the free–free case in the longitudinal direction in Fig. 10(b), resonant peaks were observed at 364,
835 and 961 Hz for the structure with 5, 10 and 20 unit cells, while resonant peaks occur at 339, 824 and 983 Hz for the case
with 2 unit cells. Despite the magnitudes of the peaks being lower with larger numbers of unit cells, for example the
magnitude of the transmissibility of the 835 Hz peak in Fig. 10 (b) is lower than 105, there is still a distinct peak in
transmissibilities within the band gap. The existence of the peaks within the band gaps is mainly due to the reflected or
reverse wave that is produced in order to meet the boundary conditions. This will be explained further using the wave
profiles at the resonant peak for the longitudinal vibrations at 835 Hz.
The elastic waves for the longitudinal vibrations at 835 Hz for 2, 5 and 10 unit cells at t¼0 are decomposed into Fig. 11(a),
(c) and (d) respectively. As seen in Fig. 11(a) and (c), for a low number of unit-cells, the elastic waves in the finite structure
are mainly composed of the reverse wave so that the boundary condition at the end of, FN ¼ 0, is met. Since the reverse wave
decreases exponentially from the final node to the first node, the transmissibility will be higher at the final node, resulting in
a higher transmissibility. For larger number of unit cells, the magnitude of the reflected wave will be lower compared to the
forward wave as seen in Fig. 11(c), where with 10 unit cells, the elastic wave is mainly composed of the forward wave.
The magnitude of the eigenvector components as seen in Fig. 8 may be used as an indicator to determine if the reverse
wave will be sufficiently large to cause a peak in the transmissibility within the band gap. For example, in the longitudinal
direction, peaks and troughs in the magnitude of eigenvector components can be found to be at 364, 500, 835 and 961 Hz in
Fig. 8(g). Since the components of the eigenvectors for this case indicate the ratio of force over displacement amplitude, a
peak or trough in the eigenvector components means that a small magnitude of displacement at the boundaries will lead to
large magnitude forces, and vice versa. This increases the likelihood of a resonance or anti-resonance occurring around
these frequencies, especially when the boundary has end conditions (either force or displacements) that are close to 0.
This is consistent with the observation in which resonant peaks for the axial vibrations at 364, 835 and 961 Hz were
observed for the beam studied in Fig. 10(b) with 5, 10 and 20 unit cells.
Although resonant peaks within the band gap around frequencies where the magnitude of the components of the
eigenvectors experiences a trough or peak were observed, this effect is not universal. For example, for the axial vibrations
with 2 unit cells, the transmissibility peaks within the band gaps occur at 339, 824 and 983 Hz, and this was caused by the
phase differences between the forward and reverse waves that cause the displacements at the first node to be small despite
the magnitudes of both constituent waves being large as seen in Fig. 11(b). Additionally, for systems with more than a single
set of waves with multiple degrees of freedom, such as transverse bending, the wave reflection characteristics are more
complicated and resonances or anti-resonances within the band gaps may not occur at the frequencies where the
magnitude of eigenvector components experiences peaks or troughs. However, an important conclusion that can be drawn
here is that for a finite periodic structure with a small number of unit cells, the boundary conditions may have wave
reflections that cause resonant peaks to occur within band gaps, and that peaks are likely to occur around frequencies where
the magnitudes of eigenvector components experience peaks or troughs.
4.5. Effects of finiteness of the periodic structure
In order to study the effects of the finiteness of the periodic structure, the longitudinal transmissibilities at 835 Hz, which
is within the band gap, of the bi-material beam connected to a massless spring of different stiffnesses, as shown in Fig. 12,
were studied. The transmissibilities of the bi-material beam for different numbers of unit cells are shown in Fig. 13(a). One
notable observation in Fig. 13 is that regardless of the spring stiffness, with sufficient number of unit cells (6 in this case),
the transmissibility follows the trend described by Eq. (65), which are indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 13(a). In this case,
~λ in Eq. (65) is equal to ei½imðkÞL with the wave vector, k, of the forward wave, while C is a constant that is affected by the end
boundary condition.
T ¼UN
U0
¼ C ~λN (65)
where C is a constant.
For an infinite periodic structure, the constant C in Eq. (65) will be equal to unity according to the Bloch wave theory
stated in Eq. (1), and this is the same as the case where the spring stiffness, K, was set to be equal to the eigenvector
component, vF, as seen in Fig. 13(a), in which the points lie on the dashed line. The spring with a stiffness equal to the
eigenvector component will have an identical response to the infinite structure because only one wave will be present in the
periodic structure.
However, when the spring stiffness is not equal to the eigenvector component, a reverse or reflected wave will be
produced in order for the boundary conditions to be met. This is similar to the cases seen in Fig. 11 and discussed in Section 4.4.
At a larger number of unit cells, the effects of the reverse or reflected waves are less pronounced and hence the transmissibility
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Fig. 12. Periodic bar with massless spring at the end.
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suggests that the magnitude at the final node caused by the reverse wave is directly proportional to the magnitude of the
forward wave at the final node.
Comparing the transmissibilities of different spring stiffnesses in Fig. 13(a), the overall transmissibility and C decrease
with increasing spring stiffnesses. This result is expected as the displacement will be lower for ends with a higher stiffness
but a higher spring stiffness may lead to larger forces being transmitted. For stiffnesses lower than the eigenvalues, the
transmissibility increases with decreasing stiffness until the stiffness is equal to zero, which corresponds to the free–free
case. Additionally, the minimum number of unit cells required for the bar to follow the trend described in Eq. (65) increases
with decreasing stiffness. The deviation at a low number of unit cells is a result of the reverse wave contributing a large
proportion of the vibrations as described in Section 4.4. Within this region, the transmissibility follows the trend where ~λ is
that for the reverse wave as shown by the dashed-dot line in Fig. 13(a).
Similar trends were observed for cases with more than a single wave and also with waves that have complex wave
vectors, as seen in Fig. 13 (b), which shows the transmissibilities for the transverse vibrations of the free–free case at
different frequencies. Firstly, no attenuation was observed at 9 Hz, which is within the pass band for the pass band in
Eq. (13). Conversely, within the band gaps, the transmissibility generally follows the trend outlined in Eq. (65), but for
multiple waves the value of ~λ is that of the wave vector with the smallest imaginary part. However, unlike simple
longitudinal vibrations, there are several deviations from the trends in Eq. (65). For example, there is significant scatter for
the transmissibilities at 624 and 1063 Hz with significant deviations at 9 and 18 unit cells for the 624 Hz case. The scatter is a
result of the presence of the real part of the wave vector that causes a phase shift and more complicated wave interactions.
At band gaps where the imaginary part of the wave vector for one set of the waves is significantly larger than the other, the
wave with the larger imaginary part of the wave vector will be negligible compared to the other wave, especially for the
cases with larger numbers of unit cells. Hence, the transmissibilities will follow Eq. (65) as in the case for the longitudinal
case at 855 Hz in Fig. 13(b).
Two important conclusions can be drawn from these observations. Firstly, since the transmissibility follows the trend in
Eq. (65), the imaginary part of the wave vector should be maximised in order to reduce the number of unit cells required to
achieve a given level of attenuation. Secondly, the boundary conditions at the end should have dynamic stiffnesses that are
similar to the eigenvector component of the periodic structure within the band gap, so that the periodic structure will have a
similar response to the infinite case. Since the analysis on transmissibilities here is based on one dimension periodic
structures, the findings of this analysis are applicable to one dimensional systems and further studies are required to
determine if this is also the case for systems with more than a single dimension.
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Since two- and three-dimensional phononic crystals and acoustic metamaterials are widely studied, the capability of
extending the method to two- and three-dimensional systems will significantly increase the efficacy of the method. In this
section, an attempt will be made to generalise the wave superposition method for periodic structures with more than one
dimension. This is done by deriving the relevant equations from the general wave equation. The capabilities and limitations
of the method will be discussed during the derivation and by comparing the band structure of a two-dimensional phononic
crystal calculated using the wave superposition method and that found using conventional methods.
5.1. Generalising equations for 2D and 3D structures
The first step in extending the theory is to make use of the general form of the Bloch–Floquet theory in Eq. (2). By
assuming that the excitation and response are harmonic, the time-dependent component can be eliminated and Eq. (2) can
be simplified as follows:
uðxÞ ¼
X
G
uG eiGx eikx (66)
Based on the theory of the wave superposition method, the response at the boundaries of neighbouring unit cells is
known either through measurements or calculations. In a two- or three-dimensional case, the response is taken at positions
x¼ nL, where n is an integer, so that L  G¼ 2π. Therefore, the most suitable values for x are x¼ ½Lx;0;0T ; ½0; Ly;0T and
½0;0; LzT .
Unfortunately, these values of x only allow one component of the wave vector, k, to be determined: kx, ky or kz.
An important point to note is that the wave vectors of the other components will still be present when these values of x are
used but will not be found using this method as these components will be eliminated from the equations during the
calculation.
The response at x¼ nL when L  G¼ 2π can be written as Eq. (67), and a further inspection of Eq. (67) shows that it is
periodic.
uðx¼ nLÞ ¼
X
G
uG ei2πn einkL (67)
Making use of the periodicity at the points at which the response is taken and also that Eq. (67) is a series representation
of a function, Eq. (67) can be simplified as follows:
uðx¼ nLÞ ¼ ~u λn (68)
where λn ¼ einkL .
Eq. (68) is the generalised form of Eq. (45), which represents one of the many Bloch waves that are present in the system.
Since the response of the periodic structure at a given frequency is the sum of all the Bloch waves that are present, the
response at x¼ nL, Uðx¼ nLÞ can be written as follows:
UðnLÞ ¼
X
W
~uW λ
n
W (69)
Here, it is important to clarify that the number of waves, W, in Eq. (69) is not the same as the number of harmonics
(the number of G in Eqs. (2) and (66)). The number of harmonics, nG, is the number of waves that are used in the series
expansion of the arbitrary function ~u. Therefore, for the plane wave expansion and extended plane wave expansion
methods, it is essential that a sufficiently large number of harmonics are used in order to approximate the arbitrary function,
~u, accurately. Since the function ~u in the wave superposition method is not represented by a series expansion, it is not
subjected to the accuracy problems associated with using a low number of harmonics, nG, which are present in plane wave
expansion methods that use series expansions to approximate the density, stiffness, stresses and displacements.
On the other hand, the number of waves, W, is the number of different waves that are present within the periodic
structure. Generally, this number refers to the total number of Bloch waves with unique values of wave vectors or
eigenvalues. Several studies [29,70] have discovered that there are an infinite number of evanescent Bloch waves present in
two- and three-dimensional phononic crystals. An infinite number of waves will result in an infinite number of unknowns,
which cannot be calculated using the wave superposition method. Since these waves are evanescent and a majority of them
have large attenuation constants, the problem of the infinite evanescent waves can be resolved by using the response at
locations away from the boundaries and sources of excitations. If the displacements or forces at the boundaries are finite,
the evanescent waves will attenuate exponentially with each unit cell and can be considered negligible after a few unit cells.
Mathematically, the evanescent waves are present in finite structures to fulfil the boundary conditions, which are expected
to have higher magnitudes of displacements or forces. Unfortunately, this introduces a shortcoming of the wave
superposition method, where the evanescent waves with larger attenuation constants will not be detected. However,
methods like the traditional plane wave expansion method and the traditional finite element methods are also unable to
obtain the complex band structures.
Fig. 14. (a) Real portion of band structure of 2D phononic crystal shown in Section 5.3. (b) Contour plot of real portion of band structure of 2D phononic
crystal shown in Section 5.3, the numbers on the contour denote the frequency.
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multiple components, kx, ky and kz, and the bands will be a surface or volume, for example the dispersion surface of a two-
dimensional phononic crystal is shown in Fig. 14(a). Therefore, at a given excitation frequency, there will be an infinite
number of waves since the surfaces or volumes, as seen in the contour plot of the band structure shown in Fig. 14(b), have an
infinite number of possible k values at a given frequency. Each contour in Fig. 14(b) shows all the possible propagating
waves that can be present at a given frequency, highlighting the importance of considering the entire surface or volume of
the first Brillouin zone when determining the band gaps of periodic structures that have more than one dimension.
In traditional plane wave expansion methods and finite element methods, the real portion of the band structure, as
shown in Fig. 14, was found by calculating the eigenvalues, which represents the radial frequency, ω, squared. For the
extended plane wave expansion method, the surfaces can be found by first constraining the wave vectors, k, as seen below:
k¼ kα (70)
where α is a unit vector that can be defined using Eq. (71) for two-dimensional phononic crystals, and then solving the
eigenvalue problem with different values of θ in Eq. (71):
α¼
cos ðθÞ
sin ðθÞ
" #
(71)
where θ is as shown in Fig. 14(b).
Unlike these methods, the wave superposition method is unable to calculate the band structure by setting values of k or
imposing constraints on k as done in Eq. (71) in a practical 2D or 3D phononic crystal. This is because the response of these
systems at a given frequency may include all possible waves along a contour as shown in Fig. 14(b). This is the key limitation
of the wave superposition method for 2D and 3D phononic crystals.
Despite this limitation, the method is capable of determining the band structure of a 2D or 3D phononic crystal for the
cases when only one component of the wave vector is present. This corresponds to θ in Eq. (71) being equal to 0 or π=4, by
constraining the boundaries. Upon inspection of Eq. (67), when only a single component of k is non-zero, the response and
stresses of the phononic crystals are periodic in the other directions for a phononic crystal measured along its length.
For example, in a two-dimensional system, when θ in Eq. (71) is zero, eikyLy will be equal to unity causing the response to be
periodic across Ly. Therefore, by setting the relevant boundaries to be periodic, for example in the two-dimensional case, and
taking the response at periodic intervals along a single line, as seen in Fig. 15(a) and (b), the wave superposition method can
be used to determine the band structure for 2D or 3D structures along the axis of the dispersion plot. The required periodic
boundary conditions can be implemented if the response is calculated using models, for example using a finite element
model, but these periodic boundary conditions cannot be easily implemented in an experiment. Hence, in this study the
band structure of a 2D periodic structure with the top and bottom being free, as seen in Fig. 15(c), will also be calculated in
order to assess the errors introduced by the free boundaries.
For the cases in which the waves are only travelling in a single direction, for example in the 2D cases shown in Fig. 15(b)
and (c), Eq. (69) can be written as Eq. (72), by splitting the waves into a forward travelling wave and a backward travelling
wave. This simplification halves the number of unknowns and hence the number of measurements required for the wave
Only have to consider a single row.
Fig. 15. (a) A two-dimensional phononic crystal with periodic boundary conditions in the y-direction. (b) Single row of two-dimensional phononic crystal.
(c) Single row of two-dimensional phononic crystal with free boundary conditions.
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UðnLÞ ¼
X
w
~uw;F λ
n
wþ ~uw;R λnw (72)
where the subscripts F and R denote the forward and reverse wave respectively.
According to Eq. (72), each wave in the system will result in ð2dþ1Þw unknowns ( ~uw;F , ~uw;F and λw;F ), where d is the
number of degrees of freedoms measured. Since UðnLÞ are known values, the total number of equations is equal to dn. This is
an important result as this suggests that by knowing the response at n¼ ð2dþ1Þw=d points in the periodic structure, there
will be sufficient equations to determine λw and then the wave vectors from the response of the system.
Based on the discussion in this section, the wave superposition method is able to determine the band structure of 2D and
3D phononic crystals for cases when only one component of k is present and when appropriate periodic boundary
conditions are applied. This limitation is a result of the infinite number of propagating waves present across the entire band
structure as seen in Fig. 14(b). In this study, a 2D phononic crystal will be used as an example to assess the ability of the wave
superposition method to determine the band structure of periodic structures with more than a single dimension and the
errors introduced by neglecting the evanescent waves and propagating waves in other directions.
5.2. Numerical example of a 2D phononic crystal
The unit cell of the phononic crystal used in this study is shown in Fig. 16(a) and the material properties are summarised
in Table 6. The phononic crystal was assumed to be in a plane stress condition. The response required for the wave
superposition method was calculated using finite element analysis. Plane stress elements (CPS4R in Abaqus) were used to
simulate the individual materials and the mesh of a unit cell is as shown in Fig. 16(b), in which each unit cell contains 100
elements. As discussed previously, the wave superposition method is only able to obtain the band structure of the 2D
phononic crystal for a wave travelling in a single direction. Therefore, the simulation is set up so that the unit cell shown in
Fig. 16(a) is arranged in a single row similar to the configuration shown in Fig. 15(b) with a finite number of unit cells and the
displacements of the top nodes set to be equal to the displacements at the bottom nodes. This is so that the calculated band
structure is equivalent to the case where ky is set to zero in the extended plane wave expansion and transfer matrix
methods. The boundary condition on the right end is free while each of the 7 middle nodes of the left end of the row as
shown in Fig. 16 (b) is excited by a unit load in both the x and y directions. The load was applied in both the x and y
directions, so that the shear mode will also be excited. The band structures were calculated for the cases with 10 and 20 unit
cells to demonstrate that the errors caused by the infinite number of complex waves for a two-dimensional structure can be
reduced by taking measurements at points that are far away from the boundaries. The horizontal and vertical displacements
across a frequency range of 1–2000 Hz were calculated for both cases. Since only a maximum of two real waves were
expected for this 2D phononic crystal, the band structure was calculated for the wave superposition method by assuming
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Fig. 16. (a) Dimensions of a unit cell of the 2D phononic crystal studied. (b) Mesh of a unit cell used in the finite element analysis.
Table 6
Material properties for 2D phononic crystal.
Property Silicon rubber Steel
Young's modulus, E (GPa) 5 102 70
Poisson's ratio, ν 0.33 0.33
Density, ρ (kg m3) 1100 7800
Table 7
Summary of cases studied for 2D phononic crystals.
Case Unit cells Orientation Boundaries
A 10 Original Top and bottom displacements are equal
B 20 Original Top and bottom displacements are equal
C 20 Rotated 901 Top and bottom displacements are equal
D 20 Original Top and bottom displacements are free
L. Junyi, D.S. Balint / Journal of Sound and Vibration 350 (2015) 41–7266that only two sets of waves are present and solving Eq. (41) but replacing ϕwith the vertical displacements. The response of
the central node, as seen in Fig. 16 (b), at the middle unit cells (the third to seventh unit cells for the case with 10 unit cells,
the ninth to thirteenth unit cells for the case with 20 unit cells) was used to calculate the band structure.
The band structure for the row with 20 unit cells was also calculated in which the unit cells were rotated 901 to
demonstrate that the wave superposition method is capable of calculating the band structure of anisotropic structures.
Additionally, the band structure was calculated for the case in which the top and bottom nodes of each unit cells were free,
as seen in Fig. 15(c). This is because setting up an experiment with equal displacements at the corresponding locations on
the top and bottom surfaces is difficult, if not impossible.
The cases that were studied are summarised in Table 7 and the band structures calculated with the wave superposition
method were compared with the band structure calculated using conventional methods. The conventional methods that
were used in this study are the traditional finite element method and transfer matrix method. Although the transfer matrix
method is capable of calculating both the real and complex waves, the band structure of the real waves shown in the results
were calculated using the traditional finite element method because it is significantly more convenient to plot the band
structures found using the traditional finite element method. This is because the bands can be easily sorted according to
their frequencies in the traditional finite element method.
Only a single unit cell as seen in Fig. 16(b) was used to calculate the band structure in both the traditional finite element
and transfer matrix method. The stiffness matrix, K, and mass matrix, M, were extracted from a commercial finite element
software, Abaqus, using the substructure generation function. The conventional finite element method and the transfer
matrix method used in this study are similar to the ones used in [71,72] respectively but the stiffness and mass matrix were
obtained using the appropriate elements.
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Fig. 17. Band structure of 2D phononic crystal ky ¼ 0: (a) 10 unit cells, (b) 20 unit cells. Real and Com in the legend denotes real waves and complex waves
respectively, full band gaps are highlighted by grey regions.
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The dispersion surfaces of the real waves for the two-dimensional phononic crystal studied in between 0 and 2000 Hz
are shown in Fig. 14. From the dispersion curve there is only one full band gap within this frequency range. The full band gap
was found to be from 825 to 1013 Hz. The dispersion curve for Case A and Case B in Table 7, corresponding to the case when
ky ¼ 0 with the band structure calculated by the wave superposition method using response taken from a finite structure
from 10 and 20 unit cells respectively, is shown in Fig. 17(a) and (b). All complex waves that have imaginary parts of the
wave vectors with magnitudes larger than 7 have been omitted for clarity and because these waves are negligible even after
a single unit cell.
As seen in Fig. 17(a) for the case with 10 unit cells, the wave superposition method is able to accurately predict the wave
vectors of the two waves with the smallest imaginary part up to a frequency of approximately 920 Hz. For frequencies lower
than 920 Hz, the magnitudes of the imaginary parts, referred to as attenuation constants herein, of the other complex waves
are significantly larger than the attenuation constants of the first two waves. Therefore, for a row of these phononic crystals,
the magnitude of the complex waves will be negligible compared to the first two waves after a few unit cells, which results
in these complex waves not being detected and the band structure of the first two waves being detected accurately by the
wave superposition method assuming that only two sets of waves exist.
On the other hand, at higher frequencies, the number of waves with lower attenuation constants increases above two,
which is the number of waves assumed in this analysis. This will result in errors in the results as seen in Fig. 17(a) for
frequencies above 920 Hz. The main cause of these errors is the presence of the additional waves that have significantly
affected the response of the phononic crystal, as indicated by more than two waves with similar attenuation constants in
Fig. 17(a). Despite these errors, the wave superposition method is still capable of determining the general shape of the
propagating waves (waves that have attenuation constants of 0), even though there is scatter in the prediction and some
incorrect bands being predicted. This is because the magnitudes of the response caused by the propagating waves will still
be larger than the complex wave after a few unit cells. This issue can be resolved by increasing the number of waves
considered in the wave superposition method but this will result in additional measurements and more complicated
equations to be solved. Alternatively, the predictions made by the wave superposition method can be improved by using a
finite phononic crystal with more unit cells, which allows the measurements to be taken further away from the boundaries.
This is so that the magnitudes of complex waves, including the waves with low attenuation constants, will be negligible
compared to the propagating waves so that only the propagating waves are present. Fig. 17(b) compares the results of the 2D
phononic crystals with 20 unit cells calculated using the wave superposition method with the finite element and transfer
matrix methods. As seen in Fig. 17(b), increasing the number of unit cells and measuring the response further away from the
boundaries will result in improved predictions of the real waves and some of the incorrectly predicted bands in Fig. 17(a) are
no longer present. Additionally, the dispersion curves at higher frequencies for the case with 20 unit cells appear to be more
accurate compared to the case with 10 unit cells, as the shapes of the curves match the values from the traditional methods
more closely. Furthermore, as seen in Fig. 17(b) the complex waves at higher frequencies are no longer detected as the
magnitudes of these waves have attenuated to very low values due to the large number of unit cells present, but since the
evanescent waves will still affect the response of the system, there will still be errors and scatter at higher frequencies as
seen in Fig. 17(b).
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superposition is capable of measuring the band structure for these cases provided that the appropriate boundary conditions
are used. The results calculated by the wave superposition method were found to be accurate up to frequencies where the
magnitudes of more than two waves become significant as seen in Fig. 18(a). This observation is similar to the case shown in
Fig. 17(b).
Since setting the boundary conditions for the top and bottom surfaces of the phononic crystals to be equal will be
difficult in practice, the band structure of the phononic crystal with 20 unit cells was also calculated using the wave
superposition method by using the response when the top and bottom surfaces are free. This configuration can be set up
easily for experiments. Fig. 18(b) compares the result from the wave superposition method with conventional methods for
this case. One of the first observations in Fig. 18(b) is that the dispersion curves calculated with the wave superposition
method at lower frequencies (under 800 Hz) appear to have low amounts of scatter but deviate from the results calculated
using the conventional methods. This is because the waves that are excited and measured by the wave superposition
method correspond to the section of the dispersion surface as shown in Fig. 14 that will fulfil the free top and bottom surface
boundary conditions. Therefore, the values calculated by the wave superposition method at the lower frequencies agrees
with the results from the conventional methods, when the top and bottom boundaries were set to be free as denoted by the
cyan curve in Fig. 18(b). Only the first three bands of the conventional method with the free top and bottom surface
boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 18(b) to prevent congestion within the figure. Since the wave superposition method
can only measure the waves that are present in the phononic crystals, which is subjected to the boundary conditions, the
method is unable to measure the entire dispersion surface, as seen in Fig. 14(a), and this is the major limitation of the
method. However, this result also highlights the importance of considering the entire first Brillouin zone when determining
the band gap of two- or three-dimensional periodic structures because elastic waves may still propagate in a given direction
as long as there is a real wave with a non-zero component wave vector in that direction.
The general shape of the dispersion curve calculated using the wave superposition method is similar to the shape
predicted by the conventional methods but with a significant amount of scatter at high frequencies and the method have
also incorrectly identified several bands as seen in Fig. 18. The causes of these errors are the same as discussed previously.
In short, the wave superposition method is capable of measuring the band structure of two-dimensional periodic crystals
at given boundary conditions. Although there are an infinite number of waves in a two- or three-dimensional phononic
crystals, most of them are evanescent, which will have very low magnitudes at locations away from the boundaries. This
enables the wave superposition method to measure the band structures fairly accurately especially for the lower bands,
where the evanescent waves have large attenuation constants. Additionally, these issues can be resolved by taking
measurements away from the boundaries or by using more waves in the calculations. The key limitation of the method is
that it can only measure a section of the dispersion curve and this is dictated by the boundary conditions.6. Summary and conclusion
The wave superposition method, which is a method to determine the band structure of periodic structures using only the
responses at different points without knowledge of the material properties was introduced in this paper. This method does
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purposes. The low number of data points required will also benefit experimental studies in this field.
The wave superposition method was derived by first assuming that the response of the periodic structure is linear and
the vibrations are a result of two sets of elastic waves propagating in an infinitely repeating structure, in which one set of
waves are forward moving waves while the other set are backward moving waves. The two sets of waves can also be
thought of as a set of elastic waves caused by an excitation, with the other set being the reflected waves. Using the
superposition principle and the Bloch wave boundary conditions, the relationship between the displacements at adjacent
nodes was determined. The equations required to determine the band structure of the periodic structure were found by
eliminating the unknowns using these relationships. In this study, the equations to find the band structure of beams in the
axial and bending directions were derived. The derived solutions are analytical functions of displacements, allowing the
band structure to be found from experiments conducted using simple equipment like a shaker and accelerometers.
A virtual experiment was used in this study to validate the wave superposition method and act as a proof of concept. The
band structure of a bi-material beam using the wave superposition method was calculated with displacements obtained
from the analytical Timoshenko beam equations for both the free–free and free–fixed cases. The band structures calculated
using the responses for the free–free and free–fixed cases were found to be identical indicating that the boundary conditions
will not cause errors in the band structure calculations. The results were then compared with the results from the transfer
matrix method. The results using both methods were found to be in agreement, validating the method.
Additionally, the components of the eigenvectors of the bi-material beams were also calculated and were found to be
accurate after comparing them to the results from the transfer matrix method. The components of the eigenvectors provide
useful information for the calculation of the responses and transmissibilities of the periodic material with arbitrary number
of unit cells under different boundary conditions. The calculations of the responses using this information were
demonstrated in this paper and may provide computational savings in the study of finite periodic materials because the
required values can be measured easily or calculated using a single unit cell.
The transmissibilities of the structures for different numbers of unit cells were also studied. Based on the analysis, the
transmissibilities are generally directly proportional to the number of unit cells and can be described using Eq. (65) when
there are sufficient numbers of unit cells. Additionally, the analysis also showed that the response of the structures will be
similar to the infinite structure within the band gap if the dynamic stiffness at the boundary is similar to the eigenvalues of
the periodic structure. Hence, in order to maximise the attenuation, the periodic structure should be designed to maximise
the magnitude of the imaginary parts of the wave vector and to have boundaries that have similar dynamic stiffness to the
eigenvalues within the band gaps.
Lastly, an attempt was made to extend the wave superposition method to be used in structures with more than one
dimension. The wave superposition method was found to be able to measure a portion of the dispersion surface when
measurements are taken from a single row of a two- or three-dimensional phononic crystal. The results were fairly accurate
at the lower bands but due to the larger number of waves being significant at higher frequencies there is some scatter and
errors in the results. These errors can be alleviated by either taking measurements further away from the boundaries of the
phononic crystals or increasing the number of waves in the calculation. The key limitation of the method is that it can only
measure a portion of the dispersion surface and this is dictated by the boundary conditions. Despite the limitations with
two- and three- dimensional phononic crystals, the method is one of the only methods which can measure dispersion
curves from responses using simple equipment. Furthermore, the behaviour of one dimensional periodic structures, such as
beams, can be accurately predicted by the wave superposition method and there are abundant studies being conducted in
one dimensional structures in recent years, for example in [35,44,47,50,51,59–65], and these types of studies will greatly
benefit from the method introduced in this paper.Acknowledgements
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Appendix A. Solution for two waves with one degree of freedom
The solutions to determine the band structure for a periodic structure with two waves when only one degree of freedom
is measured are listed in this appendix. The two final equations prior to eliminating one of the λ are as follows:
½W3λ2AðW2þW4ÞλAþW3λAλ4B
þ½W3λ4Að2W2þW4Þλ3AþðW1þ3W3Þλ2Að2W2þW4ÞλAþW3λ3B
þ½ðW2þW4Þλ4AþðW1þ3W3Þλ3Að3W2þ2W4W6Þλ2AþðW1þ3W3ÞλAðW2þW4Þλ2B
½W3λ4Að2W2þW4Þλ3AþðW1þ3W3Þλ2Að2W2þW4ÞλAþW3λB
þ½W3λ2AðW2þW4ÞλAþW3λA ¼ 0 (A.1)
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þ½ðW2þW4Þλ2AþðW1þ2W3þW5ÞλAðW2þW4ÞλB
½W3λ2AðW2þW4ÞλAþW3λA ¼ 0 (A.2)
By solving Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2), the values of λ needed to find the band structure was calculated using Maple and
described as follows:
λ1;2 ¼
1
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(A.4)
where the unknowns, b1, b2, b3, b4 and b5, are given as follows:
b1 ¼W2W4W23W3W5þW24 (A.5)
b2 ¼W1W4W2W3W3W6þW4W5 (A.6)
b3 ¼W21W246W1W2W3W44W1W2W4W5þ4W1W33þ8W1W23W5
4W1W3W242W1W3W4W6þ4W1W3W252W1W24W5þ4W32W4
3W22W234W22W3W5þ16W22W24þ4W22W4W620W2W23W4
2W2W23W626W2W3W4W54W2W3W5W6þ20W2W34
þ8W2W24W64W2W4W25þ8W43þ20W33W516W23W24
4W23W4W6þ16W23W25þW23W2620W3W24W5
6W3W4W5W6þ4W3W35þ8W44þ4W34W63W24W25 (A.7)
b4 ¼ 2W1W33þ2W32W46W2W346W33W54W434W442W1W3W4W6
4W3W4W5W62W1W2W4W52W2W3W5W6 (A.8)
b5 ¼W21W24þW23W26W24W25þ2W3W35þ2W34W62W22W3W5
2W1W3W24þ4W1W23W5þ6W3W24W5þ6W4W23W2þ8W24W23
W23W22þ2W1W3W25þ2W22W4W6þ4W2W24W6
2W2W4W252W23W4W64W1W2W3W4þ2W2W3W4W5 (A.9)
Appendix B. Example of eigenvector component calculations using force measurements
The general equation to calculate the components of the eigenvectors is given in Section 2.5. In this appendix, an
example of calculating the eigenvectors using two different boundary conditions will be briefly described.
In this example, the two boundary conditions used to calculate the eigenvector components are the free–free and free–
fixed conditions described in Section 3. The main reason that these conditions were selected is that the measurements of
forces for these two configurations can be set up in practice and these conditions were used to find the results in Section 4.3
of this work. As described in Section 2.5, the force measurements at both ends of the beam can be substituted into Eq. (49)
in Section 2.5 to give the following equations:
FFree0 ¼ vForwardF ;A WFreeFA0 þvForwardF ;B WFreeFB0 þvReverseF;A WFreeRA0 þvReverseF ;B WFreeRB0 (B.1)
0¼ λNA vForwardF ;A WFreeFA0 þλNB vForwardF ;B WFreeFB0
þλNA vReverseF;A WFreeRA0 þλNB vReverseF ;B WFreeRB0 (B.2)
FFixed0 ¼ vForwardF;A WFixedFA0 þvForwardF ;B WFixedFB0 þvReverseF;A WFixedRA0 þvReverseF;B WFixedRB0 (B.3)
FFixedN ¼ λNA vForwardF;A WFixedFA0 þλNB vForwardF;B WFixedFB0
þλNA vReverseF;A WFixedRA0 þλNB vReverseF ;B WFixedRB0 (B.4)
The superscripts “Free” and “Fixed” in Eqs. (B.1)–(B.4) denote the free–free and free–fixed boundary conditions
respectively. The wave functions, WFA, WFB , WRA and WRB, are dependent on boundary conditions. However, the wave
functions can be determined from the displacement measurements and Eq. (48). Additionally, the forces at both ends at the
left hand side of Eqs. (B.1)–(B.4) are also measured. Therefore, the only unknowns in Eqs. (B.1)–(B.4) are the eigenvector
L. Junyi, D.S. Balint / Journal of Sound and Vibration 350 (2015) 41–72 71components. Since, the eigenvector components in Eqs. (B.1)–(B.4) are linear, these four equations can be solved using linear
algebra. The same procedure can be used to find the eigenvector components relating the other physical quantities, ϕ andM,
by using the measurements for these physical quantities instead.
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